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Dark Matter Evidence
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Identity of dark matter? 
What is its mass? 
Possible interactions?



Flavored Dark Matter

• Dark matter come in multiple copies


• Non-trivial flavor structure in couplings to quarks and leptons


• distinct signatures


• FCNC constraints


• universal couplings


• minimal flavor violation


• beyond MFV: “dark minimal flavor violation”


• dark matter coupling: only new source of flavor violation


• implemented in quark sector


• lepton sector unexplored ⇒ this work

Agrawal, Blanke, Gemmler (2014)

Batell, Pradler, Spannowsky  (2011)



Minimal Flavor Violation with SM gauge group

G. = Ga ,= × Gai

Gap = SUB )ax5U(3)u× SUB )a

Get ± SUH )< x Sul De [ Muto ]

lepton sector : Complication from U mass generation

* minimal particle content : Get
* extended particle content ( N ) : Gu=× SUCDN

⇒ different spur ion combinations
⇒ diff . implications for LFV

For simplicity : Mu = 0
)

D’Ambrosio, Giudice, Isidori, Strumia (2002); 
Bobeth, Ewerth, Krüger, Urban (2002)

Cirigliano, Grinstein, Isidori, Wise (2005)



Beyond Minimal Flavor Violation

Quartered
: GQF × SUH )×

DM : Dirac fermion X~ 3 of SUG )×
mediator : Scalar ¢ ~ 1 of SUG )×
Coupling :RTRX ¢ R~ ( 3.5 ) of Sub )d×SUG)×

,

Constraints :

meson . aalimeson mixing ,

K , 13 decays ,

. .  -  - ,

Lepton FlavoredD= Gcf × SUB )×

DM : Dirac fermin X ~ 3 of SUC 3)×
mediator : Scalar 0 ~ 1 of sub )×

coupling :
RERX ¢ ,

R~( 3,5 ) of SUCDEXSUB )×
Constraints : CLFV processes ( μ ej ,

i. . )

Agrawal, Blanke, Gemmler (2014)

MCC, Huang, Takhistov (2015)



The Model - Particle Content

Here, the individual U(1) factors have been combined into the more familiar linear com-
binations of U(1)B, U(1)L, U(1)Y , U(1)PQ and U(1)ER which are identified with baryon
(B) number, lepton (L) number, global hypercharge, Peccei-Quinn and the right handed
rotation symmetries3. Neglecting the U(1) factors, we are left with a global Gf = SU(3)

5

“flavor symmetry”. In the absence of the Yukawa interactions, the flavor symmetry is exact.
The breaking of the flavor symmetry is solely parametrized by the Yukawa couplings, which
is the only source of flavor violation within the framework of MFV.

2.2 Beyond the MFV

Going beyond the MFV framework, the BMFV setup adds an additional “flavor” SU(3)�.
In our analysis we shall focus on the lepton-flavored dark matter. The dark matter �,
which we assume to be a Dirac fermion, transforms as a triplet under the SU(3)� symmetry
and is a singlet under the SM gauge group. The � field interacts with the SM fermions
through a mediator �, with a new Yukawa-like coupling �. The mediator is charged under
the electroweak symmetry and transforms as a color singlet. The coupling � is a priori
unconstrained and large flavor violating couplings are possible.

In principle, the DM � can interact with either the left-handed SM SU(2)L doublet l

field or with the right-handed SM singlet eR. For simplicity, we will concentrate on the
latter case. Below, we present the full minimal model. The field content of the model is
provided in Table 1, where we have also included the quark sector for completeness. Since
a Majorana DM mass term would violate the SU(3)� symmetry, it is forbidden.

SU(3)c SU(2)L U(1)Y SU(3)Q SU(3)U SU(3)D SU(3)L SU(3)E SU(3)�

QL 3 2 1/6 3 1 1 1 1 1

uR 3 1 2/3 1 3 1 1 1 1

dR 3 1 -1/3 1 1 3 1 1 1

LL 1 2 -1/2 1 1 1 3 1 1

eR 1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 3 1

H 1 2 1/2 1 1 1 1 1 1

� 1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 1

� 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 3

YU 1 1 0 3 3 1 1 1 1

YD 1 1 0 3 1 3 1 1 1

YE 1 1 0 1 1 1 3 3 1

� 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 3 3

Table 1: Field content of the minimal lepton-flavored BMFV model.

3The global U(1)Y factor coincides with the gauged U(1)Y in the SM. Hence, the “true” U(1) factor in
the SM global symmetry is U(1)4.
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The Model - Lagrangian

L = Lsu + i EBX - Mx EX

- ( Rij En # ¢ th
.
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+ Rμ¢ 19+4 ) HFH) + n¢¢ (4+01)
'

flavor 
violating 

interactions



Dark Matter Stability

Gm ~ X. . I. . . ¢ ... 6. . . L . :[ ... er ... er
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↳ SUCH inv

rendering ODM inv .
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|
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SUCD ,
: NE . NI - Nye t Nyid + Na - NE  = o mod 3

54 ( 3 )× : Nx - Nt + Nx - Nat  = 0 mod 3

⇒ Nx - Nix t NL - NI  + NE  - NE  = 0 mod 3

Odecay : Nxil , Nix = N¢=N¢+  = o

l + NL - Ne  + NE - NE  = o mod 3 ⇒ no stablizing
Symm .



Dark Matter Stability

Odecay : Nx '
- 1

,
NI  =N¢ = Nyt  .

- o

⇒ I + NL - N[ + NE  - NE  - 0 mod 3

can Still be satisfied
.

⇒ DM Stability : need

additional symm .

e.g. Zz : Q
,

X -

Cf . Quark flavored DM :
Sm +

inv . under QCD & Cta & SUCDX
⇒ Nx . Ne  - N¢ - Not  = 0 mod 3

For Oaecay : I t 0 mod 3

⇒ automatic Z } stabilizing symmetry
• argument works for both MFU and BMFV

Batell, Pradler, Spannowsky  (2011); 

Agrawal, Blanke, Gemmler (2014)



Model Assumptions
MFV limit :

÷UC } )×= .
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RG induced mass splitting : Anne ,feln(MY
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Constraints: cLFV
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Constraints: cLFV
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Figure 2: The unshaded region above the dashed line indicates the allowed parameter
space on the m� �m� plane by the LFV constraints, for the choice of DM coupling matrix
� = �0 (left) and � = �1 (right).

consider the coupling matrix �2, whose structure is given by
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The matrix �2 is a variation of �1, but with the diagonal entries set to 0 and off-diagonal
�12 and �21 terms set to 1. The structure of �2 is manifestly non-MFV. Since constraints
on �2 are similar to those on �1, we will focus only on �1 for the remainder of this work.

3.1.2 Muon (g � 2)

The measured value [43] of the magnetic moment of electron is in a good agreement with
the SM predictions [44]. On the other hand, the measured value of the muon’s magnetic
moment[45, 46]

aexp

µ ⌘ gµ � 2

2

⌘ µµ

(e~/2mµ)
� 1 = (11659208.9± 6.3)⇥ 10

�10, (3.6)

differs from the SM calculations [47, 48] of aSM

µ = (11659182.8± 4.9)⇥ 10

�10 by

adiff

µ = aexp

µ � aSM

µ = (26.1± 8.0)⇥ 10

�10, (3.7)

which corresponds to around 3� deviation. Proposed future experiments [49] aim at im-
proving the precision to 1.6⇥ 10

�10 (0.14 ppm).
While one cannot make a definite statements about this discrepancy at present, it can

still be of interest to explore it further by interpreting it as a possible sign of new physics.
This issue has been extensively studied in the MSSM [50–53], with the sfermion or gaugino
running in the loop. Its effective amplitude is obtained by identifying a

(µe�)
L = a

(µe�)
R = aµ

in the effective amplitude for µ ! e� in Equation (3.4),

Mµ =

e

2mµ
✏↵uµ[i��↵q

�aµ]uµ. (3.8)
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mediate this process directly. Taking the MSSM sfermion-neutralino loop and neglecting
the mass insertion term [38], the amplitude is

a
(µe�)
R = � m2

µ

192⇡2m2
�

h 3X

i=1

(�⇤
1i�2i)

i
F1(x), (3.4)

where x = m2
�/m

2
� and �⇤

1i,�2i correspond to the electron and muon couplings of �i running
in the loop. The form factor F1(x) is given by

F1(x) =
2

(1� x)4

h
1� 6x+ 3x2 + 2x3 � 6x2 log x

i
. (3.5)

Labeling the components of the triplet field as �1,�2,�3, the first two particles contribute
to the amplitude above with one diagonal and one off-diagonal coupling. On the other
hand, the �3 contribution originates from purely flavor-violating off-diagonal � elements.

If all � couplings are taken to be 1,

�0 =

0

B@
1 1 1

1 1 1

1 1 1

1

CA ,

the lower limits on the DM mass m� and the mediator mass m� from the experimental
constraint on µ ! e� will lie in the uninteresting region of 10-50 TeV (see Figure 2). In
order to have DM mass within the phenomenologically interesting parameter space of several
hundred GeV, some of the couplings will have to be suppressed. One possible choice, is to
assume that the diagonal � couplings are dominant and are equal to 1, which will allow
to make a more direct comparison to the MFV scenario. In this case, to maximize the
LFV contributions, we set �12 = �21 = 0. This ensures that only �3 mediates the process.
Taking the LFV couplings of �3 to be �23 = �13 = 10

� 3
2 , places the DM mass below the

TeV scale as desired.
Thus far, we have discussed six of the nine � couplings, which are involved in µ ! e�.

We can similarly restrict the remaining three couplings, which describe the ⌧ lepton, by
looking at the constraints on ⌧ ! e� and ⌧ ! µ�. Requiring that the DM mass is in the
range of a few hundred GeV, the remaining ⌧ couplings are set to be 10

� 1
2 while satisfying

experimental constraints on all LFV processes. The full structure of matrix � for these
constraints is then given by

�1 =

0

B@
1 0 10

� 3
2

0 1 10

� 3
2

10

� 1
2
10

� 1
2

1

1

CA .

In Figure 2, we show the constraints from LFV processes for two representative choices for
the structure of �, the case � = �0, where all � couplings are taken to be 1, as well as
the case of � = �1. We stress, that the above choice of �1 is not unique. Suppressing the
diagonal elements would allow to enlarge the off-diagonal LFV couplings. As an example,

– 9 –

“democratic” 

coupling matrix: 

Rather tightly constrained
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Figure 2: The unshaded region above the dashed line indicates the allowed parameter
space on the m� �m� plane by the LFV constraints, for the choice of DM coupling matrix
� = �0 (left) and � = �1 (right).
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The matrix �2 is a variation of �1, but with the diagonal entries set to 0 and off-diagonal
�12 and �21 terms set to 1. The structure of �2 is manifestly non-MFV. Since constraints
on �2 are similar to those on �1, we will focus only on �1 for the remainder of this work.
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Figure 2: The unshaded region above the dashed line indicates the allowed parameter
space on the m� �m� plane by the LFV constraints, for the choice of DM coupling matrix
� = �0 (left) and � = �1 (right).
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The matrix �2 is a variation of �1, but with the diagonal entries set to 0 and off-diagonal
�12 and �21 terms set to 1. The structure of �2 is manifestly non-MFV. Since constraints
on �2 are similar to those on �1, we will focus only on �1 for the remainder of this work.

3.1.2 Muon (g � 2)

The measured value [43] of the magnetic moment of electron is in a good agreement with
the SM predictions [44]. On the other hand, the measured value of the muon’s magnetic
moment[45, 46]

aexp

µ ⌘ gµ � 2

2

⌘ µµ

(e~/2mµ)
� 1 = (11659208.9± 6.3)⇥ 10

�10, (3.6)

differs from the SM calculations [47, 48] of aSM

µ = (11659182.8± 4.9)⇥ 10

�10 by

adiff

µ = aexp

µ � aSM

µ = (26.1± 8.0)⇥ 10

�10, (3.7)

which corresponds to around 3� deviation. Proposed future experiments [49] aim at im-
proving the precision to 1.6⇥ 10

�10 (0.14 ppm).
While one cannot make a definite statements about this discrepancy at present, it can

still be of interest to explore it further by interpreting it as a possible sign of new physics.
This issue has been extensively studied in the MSSM [50–53], with the sfermion or gaugino
running in the loop. Its effective amplitude is obtained by identifying a

(µe�)
L = a

(µe�)
R = aµ

in the effective amplitude for µ ! e� in Equation (3.4),

Mµ =

e

2mµ
✏↵uµ[i��↵q

�aµ]uµ. (3.8)
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Special form of 

coupling matrix: 

Constraints can be loosened


O(1) off diagonal couplings 
possible, e.g.



Constraints: Muon (g-2)
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� = �0 (left) and � = �1 (right).
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This issue has been extensively studied in the MSSM [50–53], with the sfermion or gaugino
running in the loop. Its effective amplitude is obtained by identifying a

(µe�)
L = a

(µe�)
R = aµ

in the effective amplitude for µ ! e� in Equation (3.4),

Mµ =

e

2mµ
✏↵uµ[i��↵q

�aµ]uµ. (3.8)
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It is worthy to note, that while the loop form factor will stay the same for both the magnetic
moment and µ ! e�, in the MSSM the two amplitudes are distinct. In MSSM, a mass
insertion terms is required to be present for the flavor-changing process, µ ! e�, but not
for the magnetic moment as it is flavor-conserving. This statement also holds for the case
of flavored DM models with the MFV assumption. On the other hand, within BMFV, the
results for the two processes will have the same general analytic structure, differing only
in the couplings. Hence, by properly replacing the coupling constants in the MSSM loop
contribution due to slepton and neutralino [52], the muon magnetic moment in our model
with BMFV can be obtained,

�aµ = � m2
µ

192⇡2m2
�

h 3X

i=1

(�⇤
2i�2i)

i
F1(x), (3.9)

where x and F1(x) are the same as in Equation (3.4). Since in the BMFV case with a
general coupling matrix � = �0, all three components �i can couple to the muon, there will
be multiplied contributions to the muon magnetic moment compared to the MFV case [23]
or its “lepto-philic” DM [54] variation. However, all the extra contributions will come with
a negative sign and cannot account for the adiff

µ and the discrepancy only increases. Thus,
we shall not discuss this process further.

3.2 Relic abundance

Assuming that � is a thermal WIMP dark matter, the relic abundance is found from the
annihilation rate to the SM particles. The dominant contribution comes from the t-channel,
through a mediator � exchange, resulting in two leptons. The relic abundance calculation
in the case of MFV was already described in [18, 21]. Since in the BMFV case, each of
the DM particles �i can couple to the e, µ and ⌧ leptons, additional contributions become
possible.

For a general case with multiple DM species of distinct masses, the relic density is
determined by the self-annihilation process, �a�a ! lilj , where i, j label the lepton gener-
ation and a labels the DM type. Following the MFV calculation [18, 21] the s- and p-wave
annihilation cross-section is given by

1

2

h�vi�a�a
=

1

2

"
(�⇤

ia�ja�ia�
⇤
ja)m

2
�a

32⇡(m2
�a

+m2
�)

2
(3.10)

+ v2
(�⇤

ia�ja�ia�
⇤
ja)m

2
�a
(�5m4

� � 18m2
�a
m2

� + 11m4
�)

768⇡(m2
�a

+m2
�)

4

#

= s+ pv2,

where v is relative velocity of DM particles (⇠ 0.3c at freeze-out). We review the standard
procedure for calculating the relic abundance in Appendix A. Since within the BMFV the
flavor-violating off-diagonal couplings �ij (i 6=j) can contribute, the total annihilation cross-
section will be enhanced. Due to the velocity suppression, we consider only the s-wave
contribution at the freeze-out.
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Constraints: Relic Abundance
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Figure 3: The solid curves correspond to values of m� and m� that give rise to the correct
relic abundance, for the choice of DM coupling matrix � = �0 (left) and � = �1 (right).
For both cases, comparison with MFV is also shown.

On the other hand, in the case where the masses of the DM triplet components are
highly degenerate, with m�a ' m�b ' m�c , co-annihilation contributions become impor-
tant. This is the scenario assumed within this work. If the species-transforming processes
�ali ! �blj occur fast, all DM species are present at the freeze-out, and co-annihilation
dominates. As described in the Appendix A, the effective annihilation cross-section, to a
good approximation [55], will then be

h�vieff =

1

18

X

i,j=e,µ,⌧

h X

a,b=1,2,3

h�vi�a�b!lilj

i
, (3.11)

where the sum is performed over the s-wave contributions of each channel. This result is in
agreement with [23], where quark-flavored DM with BMFV was considered. Equation (3.11)
will apply for both BMFV and MFV. The difference between the two scenarios will come
from the additional BMFV contributions in the sum, from the terms h�vi�a�b!lilj

with
a 6= i, b 6= j. With the effective cross-section taken to be

h�vieff = 2.2⇥ 10

�26cm3/s, (3.12)

which approximately gives the correct observed relic abundance [56], the m��m� parameter
space can be constrained through Equation (3.11). For simplicity, we have also assumed
that the regime of interest does not lie in the degenerate m� �m� parameter space region,
where ��� ⌘ (m��m�)/m� ⌧ 1 and that ��� is near or below the freeze-out temperature
xF . To ensure DM stability, unless stated otherwise, we have assumed that m� > m�.

In Figure 3, we show the relic abundance constraints for the coupling matrix � choices
of �0 and �1. For a comparison, results for the case of MFV are also overlaid. As expected,
since �1 has a similar structure as the flavor-diagonal MFV case, the relic abundance con-
straints are comparable between the two. On the other hand, the �0 scenario shows that
relic abundance constraints are greater than those of MFV, which is a direct consequence
of the increased number of open channels in the BMFV case where all the flavor-violating
� couplings significantly contribute. We note that both MFV and BMFV cases considered
above are different from the setting of lepton MFV in [57], which focused on the region of
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Constraints: DM Direct Detection

LUX9 [59], the constraints on the m��m� parameter space is shown in Figure 5 for � = �0

and � = �1.

3.3.2 Indirect detection (A): electron–positron fluxes

Indirect detection constraints for lepton-flavored DM originate predominantly from the
electron-positron flux. The AMS-02 measured [60] an excess in the position flux at high
energies, which is difficult to explain from purely astrophysical sources since they typically
produce electron-dominant flux. On the other hand, in DM scenarios such lepton-flavored
DM with either MFV or BMFV assumption, electrons and positrons are produced in equal
amounts and thus could potentially explain the excess. The main contribution to the AMS-
02 spectrum will come from DM annihilation into positrons, �a�b ! e+e�. The secondary
positron production from µ+ or ⌧+ decays will result in a smeared momentum distribution
of the positrons and is thus weaker, especially given that majority of this region is already
restricted from direct detection which is more sensitive than indirect detection. Thus, we
will only consider the channels with direct decays into e+e�. Following [61], the m� �m�

parameter space in our model with BMFV is constrained by the AMS-02 data similar to the
way where the constraint on SUSY DM decaying into e+e� is derived, after properly taking
into account the factor of 2 difference between the Dirac (as in our model) vs Majorana (as
in SUSY case) fermions in the annihilation cross section. The results are shown in Figure 6,
for the two choices of coupling matrix �0 and �1. For this figure, we have used the e+e�

data of [62] and considered only the �a�b ! e+e� channels.

3.3.3 Indirect detection (B): � rays

In addition to the position flux, the annihilation cross section is also bounded by the limits
on the �-ray sources. The �-rays can arise from various processes. These include the
annihilation channel through lepton–anti-lepton intermediate state, �a�b ! l+i l

�
j ! �.

The production of photons can also arise through the hadronic ⌧ decay channels such as
⌧ ! ⇡+⇡0⌫10, followed by ⇡0 ! ��, which turns out to be the dominant contribution.
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Figure 5: Allowed parameter space by the direct detection constraints from LUX for the
choice of DM coupling matrix � = �0 (left) and � = �1 (right).

9For Xenon, Z = 54 and A = 129.
10This is the main ⌧ decay channel, with a branching ratio of 25.52%.
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Figure 6: Allowed parameter space by the indirect detection constraints from electron–
positron fluxes for the choice of DM coupling matrix � = �0 (left) and � = �1 (right).

In Figure 7, we present the constraints from the �-ray flux on the �a�b ! ⌧+⌧� channel,
which are based on simulations [63] consistent with Fermi-LAT data. We show results for

Figure 7: Allowed parameter space by the indirect detection constraints from �-ray fluxes,
for the choice of DM coupling matrix � = �0 (left) and � = �1 (right).

both �0 and �1, which turns out to be less stringent than those from the direct detection.
While the �-ray constraints are not overly stringent, there have been several (potential)

observations of �-ray line excesses which may be interpreted in the context of DM. Many
proposals have been put forward as a potential explanation for the recently observed galactic
3.5 keV X-ray excess [64, 65]. Within the lepton-flavored dark matter framework [61], one
possibility is to consider the energy release after one DM species decays to another through
a flavor changing process �a ! �b� at one loop, with the energy of � identified with the
mass splitting of the species �mab = ma�mb. Another possibility is the decay �a ! �blilj
due to flavor preserving couplings, where the lepton is identified with a neutrino if the
mass splitting �mab is smaller than 2me. Generally, the former dominates over the latter,
given that the latter case is further suppressed by the 3-body decay phase space as well
as additional powers of loop lepton masses. The mass splitting required to explain the 3.5
keV �-ray line can be generated within the lepton-flavored DM framework with MFV [61].
At the leading order the �a masses are degenerate due to the flavor symmetry both in the
MFV and BMFV cases. On the other hand, the splitting among the �a masses is induced
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Constraints: Indirect Detection - Fermi-LAT

Figure 6: Allowed parameter space by the indirect detection constraints from electron–
positron fluxes for the choice of DM coupling matrix � = �0 (left) and � = �1 (right).

In Figure 7, we present the constraints from the �-ray flux on the �a�b ! ⌧+⌧� channel,
which are based on simulations [63] consistent with Fermi-LAT data. We show results for
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Figure 7: Allowed parameter space by the indirect detection constraints from �-ray fluxes,
for the choice of DM coupling matrix � = �0 (left) and � = �1 (right).
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observations of �-ray line excesses which may be interpreted in the context of DM. Many
proposals have been put forward as a potential explanation for the recently observed galactic
3.5 keV X-ray excess [64, 65]. Within the lepton-flavored dark matter framework [61], one
possibility is to consider the energy release after one DM species decays to another through
a flavor changing process �a ! �b� at one loop, with the energy of � identified with the
mass splitting of the species �mab = ma�mb. Another possibility is the decay �a ! �blilj
due to flavor preserving couplings, where the lepton is identified with a neutrino if the
mass splitting �mab is smaller than 2me. Generally, the former dominates over the latter,
given that the latter case is further suppressed by the 3-body decay phase space as well
as additional powers of loop lepton masses. The mass splitting required to explain the 3.5
keV �-ray line can be generated within the lepton-flavored DM framework with MFV [61].
At the leading order the �a masses are degenerate due to the flavor symmetry both in the
MFV and BMFV cases. On the other hand, the splitting among the �a masses is induced
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@ Hadron Collider
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Figure 8: (left) Mediator pair production at hadron colliders. (right) Production cross-
section as a function of the mediator mass for LHC as well as FCC.

Figure 9: Comparison of MFV and BMFV cross sections for pp ! e+e� production at
the LHC (14 TeV), assuming m� = 10 GeV and m� = 50 GeV.

lepton final states are similar.
On the other hand, the multi-flavor lepton final state (e.g. e±µ⌥) in SUSY result from

chargino production. Since the event topologies for the chargino production and flavored-
DM differ, the two cannot be mapped directly to each other. The main background in
these searches comes from di-boson (WW,ZW,ZZ) as well as top production. Additional
signatures could come from taus in the final state, and these would be the main collider
search channels which could discriminate between BMFV (with �1 or �2) and MFV, due
to large off-diagonal couplings involving ⌧ . These channels, however, are less sensitive than
the others, due to high background contamination and lower efficiency [72].

3.4.2 Lepton colliders

For e+e� lepton collider at LEP (
p
s = 200 GeV), one of the best discovery channels is

e+e� ! ��� with search signature of a mono-photon plus missing energy (�+ MET). A
possible contributing diagram as well as general parton-level cross sections are shown in
Figure 10. While proper comparison without detailed analysis is difficult, from Fig. 9 and
10, it is evident that constraints from lepton collider are more significant. In fact, it has
been pointed out that using effective field theory (EFT) approach [73], in the context of
lepto-philic DM with a charged scalar mediator, similar to MFV and BMFV models we
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Figure 10: (left) Contributing diagram for e+e� collider mono-photon channel. (right)
LEP mono-photon channel cross-section.

consider, the LEP DELPHI experiment results [74] restrict the DM mass to be & 100 GeV
and mediator mass to be above several hundred GeV. The dominant background for this
search, is the e+e� ! Z� process, with Z decaying invisibly via Z ! ⌫⌫.

Aside from the mono-photon searches, for the case of lepton-flavored DM with a charged
scalar mediator, the fermion pair production is important. A diagram that can lead to
fermion pair production is shown in Figure 11. In fact, recent EFT analysis [75] shows that

Figure 11: Contributing diagram for e+e� collider fermion pair production channel.

LEP fermion pair production constraints [76] are competitive with mono-photon searches
and limit the mediator mass in the region of several hundred GeV and DM mass below 100
- 200 GeV. Additional advantage of searching in these channels is that it provides a way
to test the flavor violating couplings, which is not possible in the mono-photon channel as
this channel only probes DM coupling to electrons. In BMFV one can expect processes
with multi-flavor lepton final state such as e+e� ! µ+e�, with � and � running in the
loop. The scenario can thus be tested by searching for multi-flavor lepton final state. Past
experimental searches mainly focused on single flavor lepton final state and thus these
channels are not as constrained.

Looking into the future, the proposed International Linear Collider (ILC) with the
collision energy of

p
s = 500 GeV is expected to probe [75] the TeV region in m�,m�

parameter space, thus putting stringent bounds on the model.
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Decaying DM

• Without the additional stabilizing symmetry: 


• e.g.   


• DM lifetime


• c.f. age of the universe

3.5 Decaying dark matter

Having investigated the constraints and signals for the case of stable dark matter, we will
also briefly discuss decaying dark matter. As we have shown in Section 2.4, there is no
“natural” stabilizing symmetry for dark matter present within the lepton-flavored MFV
or BMFV scenarios. Hence, if one is to ensure DM stability, an extra symmetry such as
the 2 symmetry mentioned in Section 2.4 must be imposed ad hoc. On the other hand,
without such stabilizing symmetry, our framework provides an interesting setup for studying
decaying dark matter. As has been stressed in the recent literature, decaying dark matter
can lead to novel experimental signatures, especially for indirect detection [77].

To obtain effective operators for decaying DM, we have scanned for gauge invariant
terms which obey the constraints of equations from Section 2.4, using a custom Mathematica

code. The smallest operators which contain a single DM � field (N� = 1) are 4-fermion
dimension-6 terms with one lepton. We found four combinations of such operators, corre-
sponding to decays

� ! lepton + meson (3.16)

to which many combinations of couplings can be added to make them invariant. Assuming
a minimal combination of couplings, these are:

⇣�YDY †
U

⇤

2

⌘
�eRdRuR =) � ! e+⇡� (3.17)

⇣�YEYD
⇤

2

⌘
�dRLQ =

⇣�YEYD
⇤

2

⌘
�dR{⌫LdL � eLuL} =) � ! ⌫⇡0 , � ! e+⇡� (3.18)

⇣�YEY †
U

⇤

2

⌘
�uRLQ =

⇣�YEY †
U

⇤

2

⌘
�uR{⌫LdL � eLuL} =) � ! ⌫⇡0 , � ! e+⇡� (3.19)

⇣�Y †
E

⇤

2

⌘
�eRLL =

⇣�Y †
E

⇤

2

⌘
�eR{⌫LeL � eL⌫L} =) � ! ⌫e+e� (3.20)

where we have suppressed the flavor indices and taking for illustrative purposes first gener-
ation particles, displayed the possible processes on the right. Since there exists a similarity
between our DM � and SUSY neutralino, the channels which appear above are analogous
to those of decaying neutralino [78] in R-parity violating (RPV) MSSM. Namely, with lep-
ton number (L) violating RPV operators LQd and LLe, neutralino could also decay via
� ! ⌫dd,� ! edu and � ! ⌫ee.

For the decaying DM to be consistent with observation, its lifetime must be longer
than the age of the Universe, ⌧univ. ⇠ 4.3 ⇥ 10

17s. For the above 4-fermion operators, the
lifetime is given by [79]

⌧� ⇠ 10

26s
⇣

1

f(�,�†, Y, Y †
)

⌘2⇣TeV
m�

⌘5⇣
⇤

10

15 GeV

⌘4
(3.21)

where we have included the couplings using a function f(�,�†, Y, Y †
), which denotes the

appropriate combination of �’s and Yukawa’s such that a given operator is rendered invari-
ant.
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Having investigated the constraints and signals for the case of stable dark matter, we will
also briefly discuss decaying dark matter. As we have shown in Section 2.4, there is no
“natural” stabilizing symmetry for dark matter present within the lepton-flavored MFV
or BMFV scenarios. Hence, if one is to ensure DM stability, an extra symmetry such as
the 2 symmetry mentioned in Section 2.4 must be imposed ad hoc. On the other hand,
without such stabilizing symmetry, our framework provides an interesting setup for studying
decaying dark matter. As has been stressed in the recent literature, decaying dark matter
can lead to novel experimental signatures, especially for indirect detection [77].

To obtain effective operators for decaying DM, we have scanned for gauge invariant
terms which obey the constraints of equations from Section 2.4, using a custom Mathematica

code. The smallest operators which contain a single DM � field (N� = 1) are 4-fermion
dimension-6 terms with one lepton. We found four combinations of such operators, corre-
sponding to decays

� ! lepton + meson (3.16)

to which many combinations of couplings can be added to make them invariant. Assuming
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Summary

• Lepton Flavored DM: beyond MFV with SU(3)𝛘


• Contrast to quark flavored DM case: no automatic stabilizing symmetry


• Most stringent constraints from cLFV processes


• Interesting collider signatures


• UV Theory of (B)MFV?

In general, decaying dark matter can lead to indirect detection signals coming from
gamma rays [80–83], neutrinos [84–87], electrons/positrons [88–92] and anti-protons/anti-
deuterons [93–97]. From the above channels, if m� is not very high (m� ⇠ GeV), the � decay
will result in a prompt hard lepton as well as several softer leptons or gammas coming from
the meson decay. If m� � GeV, energetic quarks will lead to hadronizing jets resulting in
a platitude of even softer leptons or gammas11. Decaying DM with a hard charged lepton
can in principle be used to explain (for example, see [77, 98]) the positron flux excess
observed by Pamela [99] and AMS-02 [60]. On the other hand, very heavy (m� ⇠ 100

TeV) DM with a prompt energetic neutrino, which can also appear within our setup, can
have implications for neutrino observatories such as IceCube or Super-Kamiokande [100].
Additionally, gamma ray signals have already been extensively analyzed by the Fermi LAT
[101] and HESS [102] experiments. Future experiments, such as CTA [103], will allow to
further investigate the parameter space for heavier DM. Analyses of decaying DM with such
signatures already exist in the literature [104–106]. The constraints that we have obtained
from the previous sections, especially those from flavor, restrict the allowed structure in the
coupling �. Hence, an astrophysical analysis will result in the allowed parameter space for
m� and ⇤. A detailed study of decaying dark matter and the implications of astrophysics,
however, is beyond the scope of the present work and is left for future analysis.
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Figure 12: Allowed parameter space for the coupling choice of �1, after the constraints
from LFV, relic abundance, direct and indirect detection have been combined.

In summary, BMFV lepton-flavored DM which transforms under additional flavor
SU(3)� symmetry, provides an interesting possibility to explore and contrast with MFV. In
the literature it has been pointed out that for quark-flavored MFV and BMFV scenarios

11In this case, there will also be additional constraints from astrophysics, such as those from the anti-
proton flux. We would like to thank Tim Tait for stressing this point.
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